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Conference Roma – Città futura: a debate on reprojecting the city, architecture and architecture museums, Roma, Triangolo d’Oro, Rome, May-June 1978.


Roma interrotta: Italian Cultural Institute, Mexico City, October-November 1978, presented by Bruno Zevi and Piero Sartogo.


Roma interrotta, Cooper-Hewitt (Museum), New York, 12 June-12 August 1979, presented by Piero Sartogo.

Roma interrotta, Italian Cultural Institute, Toronto, 4-24 October 1979.

Roma interrotta, Centro Georges Pompidou, Paris, 1979, presented by Piero Sartogo.

Roma interrotta, ETH (Institut CP, ETHZH, Zürich-Heiligkreuzberg, Architekturhau), Zürich, 2-22 November 1979.


TRAVEL EXHIBITION, Roma interrotta, Phaidon, Rome, 14 April-9 September 2014.
New Plan of Rome revisited by
Piero Sartogo, Costantino Dardi, Antoine Grumbach,
James Stirling, Paolo Portoghesi, Romaldo Giurgola,
Robert Venturi, Colin Rowe, Michael Graves,
Robert Krier, Aldo Rossi, Leon Krier
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